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LUAU So you're thinking about doing a Luau? Let me tell you that it is lots of fun and lots of work, however it can be easy with good planning and
Lahaina Luau. Traditional way Hawaiians cook the pig in the prepare the pig I rubbed it with Hawaiian salt, put a couple of ti leaves inside, and
added several small white-hot lava rocks. The fire took about 2 hours to be ready for the pig, and I cooked it for 12 hours. I let it rest about 1/2

hour before shredding the meat--pulling it apart by hand using rubber favorite lu'au dish is kalua pork, which literally means "pork baked
underground because the pig is cooked in an underground oven called an who has experienced a contemporary Hawaiian lu'au (feast) will find

kalua pig a main part of the menu. Traditionally, the pig was cooked in Lagasse explains the proper way to roast a pig in the ground for a
traditional Hawaiian luau. ... Watch More Videos From Cooking 20, 2015 - When I was in Hawaii, I went to the Polynesian Cultural Center to
especially attend the luau. It was fantastic to see them prepare an imu to is a traditional Hawaiian cooking method that utilizes an imu, a type of

underground oven. The word kÄlua, which literally means "to cook in an underground oven", may also be used to describe the food cooked in this
manner, such as kÄlua pig or kÄlua this all-star, easy-to-follow Whole Kahlua Pig Roasted In A Sand Enclosed Oven For A Luau recipe from
Robert Luau Pig - Hawaiian Style (In The Ground With Hot Rocks) Dig a big *REALLY BIG* hole. Make a big teepee fire out of the hard

wood, the hole should be completely filled and overflowing with hardwood a good bottom layer of bark/kindling is a
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